
HME MINI-PUMPERS



A SMARTER APPROACH

Born during the economic stress of the 1970s, the mini-pumper filled a number 
of roles for budget-strapped fire departments. These small, economical trucks 
did it all, from working as initial attack trucks, brush trucks, forestry service and 
wildfire trucks, to operating as small rescues in high-volume call environments. 
However, their small pumps, smaller storage compartments, and limited crews 
restricted their overall effectiveness—until now.

HME engineers have significantly expanded the capability  
and the effectiveness of the mini-pumper with the introduction  
of the HME MiniEvo™ that brings innovative engineering and  
integrated technologies to traditional mini-pumper designs  
to further enhance their performance and value.

Building a new generation of mini-pumpers without 
sacrificing traditional mini-pumper economy and efficiency

Customization offers an opportunity 
to enhance comfort and functionality.  
Custom consoles support additional 
communications and command 
technologies. Automatic step rails, 
deployed with the opening of any 
door, provide easier and more 
efficient egress and re-entry. 

Extended cab and crew cab configurations 
provide an opportunity to increase crew 
capacity and significantly increase the 
capability of all HME MiniEvo™ and HME 
Mini-Pumper models. Additional SCBA 
seating configurations also add to truck 
capability as attack trucks.

 Ford 550 HME MiniEvo™



HME offers a wide range of Type VI  
Mini-Pumpers designed for dedicated 
tasks and applications in urban, rural, and 
wildland environments. Durable, corrosion 
resistant, stainless steel bodies, optimized 
storage solutions, specialized equipment, 
along with cab options provide options to 
meet any need. 

The introduction of the HME MiniEvo™ 
revolutionized mini-pumper performance  
with a side mount pump capable of matching 
traditional pumper fire suppression power with 
certified 1500-GPM performance—and reserve 
power to spare. In addition to quality Type VI 
pump technology for traditional mini-pumper 
models, optional MadDogxl Compressed 
Air Foam systems are also available in three 
ratings, ranging up to 160-CFMs, for every  
HME Mini-Pumper and MiniEvo™.

 Ford 550 HME MiniEvo™

RAM 5500 HME MiniEvo™

 Ford 550 HME MiniEvo™

 RAM 5500 Type VI HME Wildland

 Ford 550 HME Wildmax™



HME MINIEVO
™

An evolution in mini-pumper design, the HME MiniEvo™ concept has 
expanded and driven the capability of the ordinary mini-pumper to new 
heights. A breakthrough pump rating, new CAF system integration, and 
an expanded stainless steel body—providing more storage for rescue 
equipment and gear—have changed the way fire departments across  
the country think about mini-pumper operation and value. 

The evolution of mini-pumper  
peformance and capability

The HME MiniEvo™ is now available with a RAM 
5500 Heavy Duty 4x4 chassis, with a GVWR  
of 19,500 lbs and a Cummins 6.7L I-6 OHV 
diesel turbo engine. The RAM 5500 MiniEvo™ 
pump delivers certified 1500-GPM performance 
and incorporates an HME MiniEvo™ stainless 
steel body with 139 cubic feet of compartment 
space for rescue equipment and gear, along  
with 40 cubic feet of hosebed storage. Storage 
space may be limited by water tank capacity.

The HME MiniEvo™ is available with optional 
SCBA seating to enhance and expand its 
operational effectiveness. Crew cab and 
extended cab configurations, automatic 
step rails, custom consoles and more allow 
departments to tailor the HME MiniEvo™  
to meet their specific demands.

 RAM 5500 HME MiniEvo™



The HME MiniEvo™ delivers certified 1500-GPM 
performance with power to spare. Extensive 
third-party testing and real-world experiences 
have proven the pumping power of the HME 
MiniEvo™ in extended relay operations. Backed 
with a 500-gallon water tank, through-storage, 
and advanced HME CAF systems, the HME 
MiniEvo™ is prepared to offer significant 
support in wildland, structure, and vehicle fires.

HME engineers have expanded traditional mini- 
pumper storage capacity, offering 139 cubic feet 
of compartment space for rescue equipment 
and gear, along with 40 cubic feet of hosebed 
storage, depending on water tank capacity. 
Custom storage solutions provide pullout trays, 
tool boards, and more for all HME Mini-Evo™  
and HME Mini-Pumper models. Modular, 
corrosion resistant, stainless steel bodies are 
easy to maintain and economical to repair.

Morrisville FD Engine 241 HME MiniEvo™ feeds 
platform and pumper for six hours, from draft, 
Oriskany Falls, NY, warehouse fire. 

 HME MiniEvo™ effectively relaying a 1500-GPM water flow.



HME WILDMAX
™

The HME WildMax™ features the same powerful 1500-GPM certified pump, 
139 cubic feet of storage space, corrosion resistant, stainless steel body and 
robust 4x4 chassis of the HME MiniEvo™. Specialized equipment for rural, 
wildland, and forestry operations includes booster reels, turret guns, foam 
systems, bumper brush guards, and more to expand wildland functionality. 

Built tough to meet the challenges of  
rugged wildfire and rural environments

The HME WildMax™ is equipped with booster 
reels to enhance fire suppression power in 
grass and brush fires while conserving water 
when used in conjunction with its Class A 
foam system. HME WildMax™ provides 
optimal performance, functionality, and 
versatility in rural and wildland operations.

Integrated bumper turret guns expand pump 
and roll efficiency in brush and grass fires. 
Bumper turrets give the protected driver 
the ability to suppress grass and brush fires 
without exposing firefighters on the ground to 
unnecessary risk. Turret guns are available on 
both the HME WildMax™ and HME MiniEvo™.
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The HME WildMax™ is available with a  
Ford 550 or RAM 5500 cab and chassis, in 
extended cab and crew cab configurations. 
Both models feature the standard HME 
MiniEvo™ certified 1500-GPM pump, with 
optional HME MadDogxl CAFs to enhance 
fire suppression performance. 

The HME WildMax™ and MinEvo™ feature  
an expanded stainless steel body, offering 
139 cubic feet of storage space for the tools 
and equipment required for rural, wildland, 
and brush fire operations. Roll-up doors 
facilitate fast and easy access to stored gear.

 Ford 550 HME Wildmax™



HME TYPE VI MINI-PUMPERS

The strength of the traditional mini-pumper concept has 
always been its affordability and economy. While adhering 
to the less-is-more mini-pumper standard to maintain agility 
and low-cost operation, HME engineering has enhanced 
performance with quality Type VI pumps, custom storage 
solutions, corrosion resistant, stainless steel bodies, 
booster reels, optional crew-cab configurations to maximize 
functionality and performance in urban, rural, brush truck  
and wildfire attack operations.

Traditional mini-pumper designs offer 
exceptional performance and value

HME Mini-Pumpers incorporate 118 cubic 
feet of storage space for rescue equipment 
and gear along with a 300-gallon water 
tank (500-gallon water tank is optional) and 
a foam system. The HME stainless steel 
body offers a long, low maintenance service 
life. Its modular, aircraft quality construction 
allows economical and fast replacement of 
damaged panels.

Crew cab and extended cab configurations 
provide room for more crew positions. 
Optional SCBA seating enhances operational 
capability. Special console options to support 
command, control, and communication 
equipment are also available.

 RAM 5500 Type VI HME Wildland



HME TYPE VI MINI-PUMPERS

HME Mini-Pumpers are the proven 
workhorses of forestry, wildland, and brush 
fire operations across the country. Equipped 
brush-busting bumper guards, bumper 
turret guns, booster reels, and compressed 
air foam systems, these versatile fire trucks 
are ready to deliver optimal performance in 
wildfire operations.   

Dependable, quality Type VI pump capability, 
along with HME foam systems, provide reliable 
fire suppression for grass fires, brush fires, 
vehicle fires, and more. A standard 300-gallon 
water tank and an optional 500-gallon water 
tank offer choices to meet individual needs. 

HME Mini-Pumper MUV (Multi Use Vehicle)

To provide dependable compressed air 
foam performance and operation in any 
environment or at any temperature, the HME 
MiniEvo™ incorporates a diesel pump house 
heater to maintain optimal temperature for 
superior foam performance and coverage. 



HME MINI-PUMPER  
FEATURES

Robust bumper guards offer brush-
busting functionality and protection  
as well as provide support for  
turret guns and winches.

Optional booster reels, hosebeds, suction 
hoses, and specialized equipment can be 
integrated into the HME MiniEvo™, HME 
WildMax™, and HME Mini-Pumpers to 
enhance firefighting capabilities. 

HME custom console solutions support 
control, command, and communication 
technologies. Back-up cameras are 
also available on some HME MiniEvo™ 
models for improved safety. Ask for  
more information on availability. 

NFPA-compliant ladder packages, Stokes 
baskets, and optional equipment expand 
rescue functionality. Additional scene-
lighting packages are also available.

The HME MiniEvo™ and HME Mini-
Pumpers’ stainless steel bodies feature 
roll-up doors for immediate access to 
rescue equipment and gear.

The HME MiniEvo™ and HME WildMax™ 
are now available with a RAM 5500 
Heavy Duty chassis. 



The HME MiniEvo™, HME WildMax™  
and HME Mini-Pumpers offer crew  
cab or extended cab configurations  
to provide additional crew positions. 

The HME MiniEvo™, HME WildMax™, and 
all HME Mini-Pumpers are available with 
MadDogxl compressed air foam systems  
in three ratings, ranging up to 160-CFMs.

Optional automatic step rails deploy  
with the opening of the vehicle doors  
and retract with the door closing. 

Dual rear wheels improve traction and 
control. Yellow wheel chocks provide 
visual confirmation of deployment. 



Imaginative and innovative, HME leads the fire apparatus manufacturing industry with 
breakthrough engineering designs and the integration of leading technologies. HME 
continues to shape the direction of fire apparatus functionality with new approaches  

to creating more efficient, safer, and better performing fire apparatus.

The HME Difference  
Industry Innovation

Specifications and options shown are subject to change. 
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